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European pilots agree to boycott Moscow flights
(AP) -Airline pilots in Britain, Australia, France and Denmark agreed
yesterday to boycott flights to Moscow in retaliation for the downing of a
South Korean jumbo Jetliner, and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko said the plane was attacked
after it "tried to escape."
The British pilots' association
asked its 5,000 members to start a 60day boycott tomorrow, and airline
captains in other European nations
indicated they too would join the
protest.

NATO countries were considering
backing the pilots' action with a formal embargo.
British Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe told reporters after a
morning meeting of NATO foreign
ministers in Madrid that the West was
determined to respond forcefully to
the Sept. 1 shooting down of a Korean
Airlines Boeing 747 by a Soviet
fighter. All 269 people on board were
presumed killed.
But "almost nothing that can be
designed in this field can match the
scale of punishment that is necessary

for the extinction of 269 people's
lives," be said.

grief, packed a stadium yesterday to
denounce the Soviets, and South Korean Prime Minister Kim Sang-Hyup
HOWE SAID the countries were told the mourners that "retribution
considering "restricting flights to the and curse will fall upon them for the
Soviet Union, or restricting flights by crime they have committed."
the Soviet airline, or both, for a stated
period of time."
Gromyko, attending the concluding
The details of the boycotts by Aus- session of the 35-nation Madrid Contralian, French and Danish pilots had ference on European Security and
not been spelled out, but the French Cooperation along with Howe and
didn't expect their action to take UJS. Secretary of State George Shultz,
effect until next week.
charged yesterday the South Korean
In Seoul, South Korea, more than airliner was on "special duty" for the
100,000 mourners, many screaming in United States.

HE SAID no one has the right "without punishment" to violate the sovereignty of a foreign state, adding
Soviet frontiers are "sacred."
Gromyko said the plane did not
respond to directions to land and
"tried to escape," with the result that
a Soviet interceptor aircraft "fulfilled
the order of its base to cut short the
flight."
Shultz said he was "disappointed"
at what he called the ''continued
falsehood" contained in Gromyko's
speech.

In Washington. White House
spokesman Larry Speakes said the
Reagan administration had "practically irrefutable" evidence that the
Soviet Union should have known the
airliner was a civilian plane. He
would not describe the evidence.
Flying into Madrid early Friday,
Shultz said he still planned to meet
with Gromyko today but intended to
limit his discussion to the iumbo jet
disaster and U.S. demands for an
apology, compensation and a promise
such an incident won't happen again.

Administration seeks legal opinion on tax issue
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Passage
of a tax repeal issue on the Nov. 8
ballot quickly could affect workers'
paychecks and state tax coffers, depending on a legal opinion being
sought by Gov. Richard Celeste's
administration.
Administration officials said the
ruling could mean tax withholding
rates would have to be lowered as
soon as January, a move that would
also trim revenue collected by state
government during the first six
months of 1964.
Backers of Issue 3, a proposed con-

stitutional amendment that would repeal the 90 percent income tax
increase enacted at Celeste's urging,
contend passage would have no immediate impact.
They say since the amendment
wouldn't take effect until July 1,1984,
the state would avoid financial turmoil by continuing to collect higher
taxes until June 30. That would give
the Legislature eight months to pass a
new and presumably less expensive
tax package.
But state taxation and fiscal experts say that may not be the case.

They are trying to determine if
withholding rates, in the event of
repeal, must be adjusted down to
reflect the lower annual rate to which
the state would revert under the ammendment.
Tax Commissioner Joanne Limbach said yesterday a legal opinion is
being sought from Attorney General
Anthony Celebrezze.
"I don't think it's our decision. The
Jury is still out on it. It's a legal
opinion. I think we're still trying to
make some determination," Lunbach
said.

Cristina Sale, director of the Office taxpayers if the withholding rates are
of Budget and Management, said offi- lowered in January.
cials were consulting with as many
Under Issue 3, which is expected to
lawyers as possible to try to resolve be certified for the Nov. 8 ballot, all
the matter.
tax laws enacted after Jan. 1, 1983,
and before the June 30,1964, effective
"THE QUESTION is whether or not it date of the amendment would be
happens in January, which means we repealed.
don't have eight months for the LegisAt that time, permanent tax laws
lature to take action," Sale said.
that were in effect Jan. 1,1983, would
Richard Levin, deputy tax commis- be reinstated.
sioner, said no projection is yet available on bow much tax money the state
That means the current income tax
would lose or the effects on individual rate of 0.95 percent to 9.5 percent

would be scrapped, returning to the
old rate of 0.05 percent to 3.5 percent.
But the permanent tax law in effect
as of Jan. 1, 1983, provides for the
lower rate to be imposed on an annual
basis - not six months.
In dispute is whether, as a result of
that language, the old rate should be
used to Figure the full 1984 tax liability. If that is the case, then withholding rates would have to be adjusted as
of Jan. 1,1984, to keep the state from
collecting more from taxpayers than
authorized.

Travel opportunities
offered through NSE
Michelle Young
reporter

For a number of students, a more
educational, as well as exciting form
of gaining the "college experience"
means traveling to a campus other
than their own. These students participate in a program more commonly
referred to as the National Student
Exchange.
The fact that "people are money
conscious these days is enough to
interest some students to Join the
program because you can travel for
less," said Kathy Vamashiro, junior
pre-law major, who is on exchange
this year from the University of Hawaii.
This program, open to sophomores,
juniors and in some cases seniors,
enables students to travel, meet people form different cultures and develop a stronger educational
background, through study in courses
not offered at their home campus.
According to University National
Student Exchange Coordinator Nancy
Miller, the program was "founded in
19S6 by three university vice-presidents who were interested in providing college students a way to attend
campuses across the nation without
the added expense."
THE UNIVERSITY Joined the NSE
in 1973. Presently the exchange carries 65 universities nationwide and
has 9,600 participating students. The
NSE requires that a student carry a
2.5 GPA and be a full-time student in
good standing. Last year 51 University students went on exchange to
other campuses.
Joyce Goettemoeller, junior man-

agement information systems major,
went to California State University
last year.
"Students interested in the NSE
should look into as many schools as
possible before deciding on a camEus," she said, "because you're going
i live in that environment for one
year so you should enjoy it."
Ty Roby, senior broadcasting major from the University of Massachusetts, decided to attend the University
because, "I was looking for a better
journalism/broadcasting program
than my home college offered."
According to Miller, "when selecting a campus, things to consider other
than field of study are whether credit
hours will transfer or not, and tuition
plans."
THE NSE PROGRAM offers two
financial plans to participating students. Plan A, known as the host
waiver, requires a student to pay
tuition/fees to the host campus, with
the out-of-state tuition being waived.
Plan B, called the home payment,
permits students to pay normal tuition/fees to their home instituiton
even though they may be attending an
out-of-state college.
Usually the cost of the home campus and the host campus are about the
same if using either plan A or plan B.
But for Yamashiro, costs are more
because she has to provide extra
money for travel expenses.
Not only does the NSE give undergraduate students a chance to travel
across the United States, it helps
them to become better associated
with different social and educational
patterns nationwide.
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Computer science instructor Kathy Hsieh (le(t), helps Randy Wilson (center), freshman construction photo/Pom Panchek'
technology major, on how to use the card data entry system in the relocated computer lab. Formerly In the
basement of the Math Science Building, the lab was moved to the Carnation Room (the Side Door), of the
University Union In order to make room for newer IBM personal Micro-computers. The new lab is expected
to be set next semester.

Jet identifiable, U.S. says Marines die for peace
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration has "evidence that is
as plain as the nose on your face" that
the Soviet Union should have known
the Korean airliner it shot down was a
civilian airplane, though the Soviets
deny such knowledge, one official said
yesterday.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes, clarifying an earlier assertion that the administration's evidence was "irrefutable," said:
"There does exist further evidence

that makes it practically irrefutable."
The Soviet Union admitted Tuesday
for the first time that one of its jet
fighters fired the snot last Thursday
that destroyed the Korean passenger

Jet.

Although the Reagan administration wants to drive home its contention that the Soviets knew what they
were doing, officials are refusing to
make public the evidence they say
they have.

—the bottom lineBar
bans
booze

FOREST LAKE, Minn. (AP) - The
new Camel Club is like any other bar,
with one big exception - the pina
coladas have no alcohol.
The club serves drinks without the
booze and hopes to attract recovering
alcoholics H—Hug with the trauma of
living without a drink for the first
time.
"For people with long periods of
sobriety, this place isn't that important," co-owner Ken Douglas said.

HE STATED: "We have evidence
that is as plain as the nose on your
face that they should have known. .. It could have been a mistake,
but it stretches the imagination."
Speakes acknowledged the public
response to Reagan's sanctions
against cultural exchanges and transportation agreements with the Soviet
union had been "negative to some
extent"
Some wanted Reagan to go further,
the spokesman said.

"But for new people, they find this is a
nice transition puce."
Douglas, 43, quit drinking because
of chronic liver trouble.
Another co-owner, Mike Barron, 44,
said the bar does not just attract
recoving alcoholics. He said he
wanted a place to go and talk Instead
of going out to T'get blitxed. I've
learned not to do this. The people in
here really show each other they
care."

(AP) - The father of a Marine killed
in Beirut Tuesday said his son had
been nervous about drawing duty
there and hoped to be reassigned
soon. Meanwhile, a Marine killed in
Lebanon last week was buried near
the home of his pregnant wife.
Lance Cpl. Randy Clark "was apprehensive; very much so" at being
assigned to Lebanon, bis father,
James Clark, said from his home in
Minong, Wis.
"He was supposed to go to Naples,

In Hometown, Pa., meanwhile, a
funeral was held for Alexander Ortega, 25. of Rochester, NY., who was
one of the first two Marines killed in
Lebanon on Aug. 29 by mortar and
artillery fire.
"He died for what he's always believed in - peace," Jim Knopp, Ortega's uncle, said in a statement after
the burial.
Ortega's wife, Robin, 25, who is six
months pregnant with the couple's
second child, remained stoic throughout the brief graveside service.
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Italy, last month and they canceled it
because of these bombings," Clark
said. "He was Koine to call when he
got to Naples. He never got the
chance."
Clark 19, and Cpl. Pedro Valle, 25
of San Juan, Puerto Rico, were killed
in Moslem shelling of their positions
at Beirut International Airport, bringing to four the number of Marines
killed in Lebanon. Both were in the
U.S. contingent of 1,200 Marines serving aa part of an international peacekeeping force.
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• Governor Richard Celeste appoints
Richard Newlove, vice president of
Newlove Realty Inc., to the University's Board of Trustees. Page 3.
• Sports reporter Steve Quinn discusses excessive violence in professional sports in today's "sideline."
Sunny and pleasant today with a
Page 10.
high near 60. Generally clear tonight with alow around 55.
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editorial

Theta Chi's flyer
depicts sexism
Every year fraternities and sororities embark upon recruiting ventures for their respective organizations.
Prom "formal desserts" to "dogs n' suds," the greeks try to
encourage "rushees" to pledge a house.
But the ploy the Theta Chi fraternity used for a recent night
rush makes us question if all recruiting ventures are respectable.
An illustration of a woman wearing next to nothing on an
tti z 11 posted flyer is what the fraternity used to lure
prospective members to this rush. The leaflet is entitled
"Theta Chi presents Sorority Review."
Clad in a spaghetti-strapped leotard dress, spiked heels,
garter belts and tail feathers, this illustration, which we can
only assume depicts one of the "Sorority Review" dancers,
represents the epitome of sexism.
We realize sex has become a major selling force in
advertising regardless of whether it is seductive or suggestive. But no matter bow innocent the event turned out, we
believe this type of advertising for a Greek organization to
use in recruting new members is misleading and an insult to
not only sororities but all women.
If all greek representatives desire the respect they potentially deserve, maybe they should drop the sexual sterotypes
and give the sexes - each of them - the respect that is in
order.

Barbie case an example
of our ongoing crimes
America's rescue of war criminal
Klaus Barbie was sad and disgusting
in itself. But the most important aspect of it has received practically no
public attention. This country has

of that self-imposed goal was enough
to override any squeamishness people
might feel about using Gestapo agents
as our instruments. With Barbie and
others we opened a "ratline," using a
fascist Croatian priest to save men
apparently guilty of condemning
thousands of innocent people to death.
That was an accurate forecast of
our anti-communist willingness to use
the vilest instruments - later on. the
Mafia, tyrannical "authoritarian" regimes, terrorists, assassins. To save
the world from communism, we became assassins and criminals ourselves, unable to live up to the
standards we were righteously proclaiming to the German people and
the Japanese. We tried criminals, and
then became criminals.
Anything anti-communist in intent
was, by that simple fact, allowable any act. no matter bow low; any
association, no matter how sickening.
We joined the Klaus Barbies of this
world as the proper response to the
Stalins of this world. We lost our own
souls, claiming that this would save
others.

issued an official (inadequate) apology. The man who investigated the
matter has been widely (astonishingly) praised. Certain ironies
bare Men remarked - that we were
simultaneously de-Nazifying Germany and saving one of the worst
Nazis; mat we stretched concepts of
international law to try war criminals
while guaranteeing a putative war
criminal a third of a centry of cushy
living in Bolivia.
But the most important aspect of
the case leads to the most serious flaw
m oar government's belated reporting
of it The principal author of that
report, Allan A. Ryan Jr., exonerates
These facts make our apology to
the intelligence officers of any fault in France a mockery. We apologize now
their first recruiting of Barbie. Mr. for what our CIA is still doing, the
Ryan says the only crime arose when secret killing, the covert wars not
officials belatedly realized how exten- even tryly covert anymore. We blame
sive Barbie's crimes were alleged to some Americans while still maintain&and continued to hide him throughing that the original recruitment of a
meant lying to our allies.
Gestapo agent, described as a war
But we had assigned our intelli- criminal on central allied lists even in
gence officers the job of finding out 1947, was done by "conscientious and
what crimes had been committed, patriotic men faced with a difficult
what Nazis were responsible. Why assignment." That "difficult assignshould they have assumed innocence ment," the anti-communist cause,
in a Gestapo officer? What makes was supposed to let us touch pitch and
Ryan, even now, think our intelli- remain undefiled. We are blind to our
gence officers should have used Bar- own vileness, even as we make our
bie before investigating him limited and unconvincing apology.
thoroughly (if, indeed, they actually The apology itself only came about
wan so ill-informed about him at the because Barbie was captured despite
ail our efforts on bis behalf. Barbie's
ostset)?
Ryan is tacitly granting the ur- spirit lives on in us. War crimes are
gency felt by much of America's now our way of life.
officialdom in 1947, an urgency to
wage covert war with Russia, even
before resolving all the issues of our Gary Wills la a columnist for the
war with Germany. The importance United Press Syndicate.

Korean plane incident
could have meant war
; Thursday's destruction of the
South Korean Jetliner and its 269
MWngHm and crew, including
Georgia Congressman Larry McDonald, suggests there are some benefits
to living in a world in which various
the military might
i to destroy one another.

In a different age. an incident such
as this might well have led to a
general war involving the destruction
of countless individuals. One only
need remember the assassination of
Austria's Archduke Franz Ferdinand
in 1914 to realize bow relatively small
international events can escalate into
major crises.
Perhaps today's senseless destruction of the jetliner by the Soviet Union
might, much in the same way, lead
toward war if it were not for the
destructive potential of nuclear weapons. The fact that both the United
States and the Soviet Union are fully
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A wall obstructs the railroad
A track of the Underground Railroad
carried black people last week on a
march toward greater political
strength: The National Association

1

by Joe Gray

for the Advancement of Colored People led the way on the 360 mile trek
from Covington, Ky., to Detroit
urging blacks to register to vote.
Blacks last spring strongly demonstrated the power of voter registration when over 90 percent of Chicago's
black voter population registered and
voted for the city's first black mayor,
Harold Washington. And black leaders at the March for Jobs, Peace and
Freedom in Washinton D.C. focused
much of the rally on getting the black
vote. The Rev. Jesse Jackson exclaimed for blacks to "Dream on!
March on!"
The black-voter registration drive
can gain greater political power for
the black population in this country,
but racism still stands as a wall to
stop this crusade. It exists in this
country from the extremes of the Ku
Klux Klan to the hint of the racial
attitudes of too many of us.
On-campus racism is strong,
though many people pay no attention
to it, saying "Pshaw. It does not
exist," like some small-town society
woman, always proper.
While living two years in Rodgers, I
was suprised at now often I neard
jokes preying on stereotypes of
blacks. I grew up in a town of barely
1,000 people - all white - in rural
Southeastern Ohio. Racial comments
were common in my county. Though I
never understood exactly why that
was so, I did not expect to hear the
same when I moved away from home
to a university of this size. I had heard
college people are more liberal.
Wrong. Those jokes were not scattered occurences and not confined to
any supposed Rodgers mentality
when the dorm had been all male.
Rather, the people I did not hear the
slurs from and the places on campus
they did not occur were few.
The black students I have talked to
say the racial feeling extends into the
community. They speak of rude sales
clerks who give off a feeling that they
would rather not have the black shop-

per in their stores.
And the racism follows the black
student upon graduation. A black
friend of mine who has a print Journalism job in Columbus tells of being
discriminated against in an off-hand
manner, as if I should not be at all
surprised to hear about it.
And what is to be done about racism? I don't pretend to know any
answer that will solve it. But it is
clear that racist attitudes must
change before policies that obstruct
the blacks can be eradicated.
These attitudes are subtly evident
in the division that still exists between
white and black people. It is not so
striking as the separate sections of
buses in Alabama in Martin Luther
King Jr.'s day, but it is there.
When I visited Ohio State University four years ago as a high school
senior, a friend, who was then a
sophomore there, shocked me with his
ignorant racial comments. Describing campus life to me, the doting high
school Hd, he expressed disbelief at
how the blacks "stuck together."
"They always walk together to
class and eat together in the cafeterias. You always see whole tables of
them," he said.
I looked at his skin and mine and
that of the friends that were walking
with us through campus - we were
suspiciously white.
He didn't understand this grouping
together. He believed that black people must always make the effort to
learn about white people, to meet
them and become friends with them.
A black administrator here told me
this summer that an attitude like that
of my friend is part of the racial
problem on campus. She said that
white people need to make the first
move more often to break the division. Why must it always be the black
person that joins a white dominated
group? she asked.
Another expressed the same idea.
Having spent a year in teaching Jamaica in the 1970s and lived several
?ears in a black neighborhood in
oledo, this woman, who is white,
said she now feels nervous when she is
in a gathering where there are no
black people.
She says to herself in that kind of
situation,"Hmmmm, there sure are a
lot of white people here."
Her background has made her sensitive to the division between black
and white, and it bothers her. It
occurs to some extent in the dining

halls on campus - a situation that tive members. Among other things,
prompts her to ask the same question their visibility will help support the
as the black administrator, must it black student.
always be the black person that
The administration's actions are
makes the move?
slow and cumbersome, however.
"I'm going to go up to one of those They keep having meetings about the
tables of allblack people this fall and report on minorities and women, but
sit down," she predicted for herself.
make no actions. A class discussing
The racial problem at the Univer- the backgrounds of both groups and
sity is bigger than who sits at what the discriminations they face, as
table. Thu example only illustrates many have requested be required of
the commoness oc it and now basic it all students and staff, would be a
is. Attitudes must change.
start. If the brass would only do it.
The administration has taken at
The problem is not only for the
least one step recently toward solving adminstration to solve, however. Attithe problem by appointing Dr. Mary tude changes start in each person's
Edmonds as vice president of student own mind. But the trek is hard when
affairs. But as Dr. Edmonds and the railroad runs through "redneck"
Charles Means, former vice provost country.
for educational development, have Joe Gray, editorial editor of the News,
both said, the University needs to hire is a news/editorial major from Jewmore black faculty and administra- erf, Ohio.
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Learning about free enterprise young
Labor Day is as good a time as any
to reflect on how children learn about
the capitalistic system. All my prejudices and experiences about free enterprise were formed when I was a

My first inkling of what American
business was all about took place
when I was 10 years old, and sold
Collier's magazine every week at the
Hollis, Long Island, railroad station.
Business was pretty good (in those
days you worked for premiums such
as roller skates and bicycles as well
as money). Then a large gorilla of a
boy showed up with the Saturday
Evening Post, and told me if I remained at the station while he was
there he would burn cigarette holes in
my arms. In later fantasies I stood
my ground and defied him to carry
out his threat. In real life I did what
any smaller kid would do, and stayed
capable of annihilating each other
causes the countries' leaders to act
with much more restraint and
prudence than they might otherwise
exhibit.

- respondThe BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
edly accepted. If you would like
write a commentary" column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Your address
and phone number must be included for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
IN University Hail

away from the railroad station. This
experience made its mark on me, and
I have hated big business ever since,
as well as bigness for its own sake.
My second job, at age 12, was to
take a wagon and stand in front of the
A&P on Jamaica Avenue offering to
pull people's packages home for 10
cents a bag. I even put up a sign made
from a laundry cardboard with a
slogan, "We Deliver Everything But
Babies." The manager, for reasons I
never understood, made me stay off
his sidewalk. When I asked him why,
he said, "It is none of your G- D—
business." I learned my second lesson. For an enterprising soul, America was the land of opportunity,
providing you didn't try to start a
private delivery service on the sidewalk in front of an A4P.
My third job, at age 13, was delivering flowers on weekends and holidays for a society florist who owned
concessions at the Hotel Roosevelt
and Rltz Carlton in New York City. I
never saw the people I delivered the
flowers to because I had to use the
service entrances of the Park and
Fifth Avenue buildings. But I did set
an opportunity to listen to their help.
The experience confirmed my suspi-

cions that it was much better to be
rich than poor. But it also taught me
that no matter how wealthy I became
when I grew up, I would never be a
hero to my help.
At age 14 I applied for a job as a
mailroom boy after school at Paramount Pictures on Broadway in New
York City. I noticed the personnel
manager s name on the door was Mr.
O'Connor. I walked in and told his
secretary that "Father Murphy of St.
Francis College in Brooklyn sent
me."
Mr. O'Connor saw me and asked
how Father Murphy was. (I could tell
he was faking it.) When I said the
good priest was fine and spoke
warmly of Mr. O'Connor, I got the Job.
The lesson I learned from this encounter was that it is always better to lie in
the business world to get a job than it
is to be honest and thrown out into the
street.
At age IS I worked the summer in a
hotel at Long Beach, Long Island. I
started as an elevator operator, and
then became the night clerk from
midnight until t in the morning. My
instructions from management were
if a couple came in with luggage, to
charge mem the regular rate for a

room, but if they came in without
luggage to double the rate. The people
with luggage invariably complained
about the rate, but those without
luggage never argued with me. I
discovered another valuable lesson
about business. If you provided an
urgent need for someone in the United
States, price was never a problem for
the person who desperately wanted it.

As Americans continue the debate
as to the advisability of maintaining a
robust nuclear defense posture, they
should be mindful that the threat of
nuclear war might actually be something of a benefit.

in Light of World Events." Let us be
worldly realistic and acknowledge
there are far worse atrocities taking
place in the world. Just to mention a
tew: Starvation in Third World Countries number into the millions, nuclear madness, grotesque nerve
agents used on human life and on and
on...

since Christ's death, and hopefully
this sick, war-torn world will make it
to the year 2000 A.D.

Stephen C. George
Federal l»»uo« Director,
Ohio College Republican!

Atrocities exist worse
than recent events
In reference to the Tuesday article
(9^83), the "Student Cries for Peace

The world sure seems to be on a
horrendous death wiah, a question for
philosophers to grapple over. "Student for Peace,"you made reference
to the nearly 2,008 years since the life
and death of Christ. Well not to "split
hairs" but it has only been 1,963 years

I don't believe I learned too much
about the free enterprise system from
my days in the Marine Corps, except
for one lesson that still seems to hold
true. When you get into a poker game,
the guys with the largest stacks of
poker chips in front of them can
usually bluff the people with their tiny
stacks out of every pot.
With all Its faults, America is still a
land of opportunity, especially if you
learn the ropes when you're young. If
you wait until you go to the Harvard
Business School to find out how the
system works, you might possibly
make it in the real world, but you will
have missed out on all the fun.
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

Let us not cry for peace, because
there is nothing you or I can do to
alter world events. But let us acknowledge the atrocities of the world,
and hopefully mankind can have
some insight into where we are heading. "What shall happen, will happen!"

Michael Eberly
223 Church St

by T. Downing and T. Cleaff
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Newlove appointed trustee
by Mark CM Vincenzo
stall reporter

Above his desk, taped to
the wall, hangs a picture of
Woody Woodpecker and a
picture of a happy-looking
bear beating on a drum
act Both drawings look
homemade.
This pudgy, boyishfaced man - with perfectly
combed sandy hair and
curious eyes, wrapped
neatly in a khaki green
summer suit - couldn't
possibly be a University
Board of Trustees member. But he is.
Richard Newlove, Bowling Green native and University alumnus, replaced
Frazier Reams Jr. and - on
May 17 - became the University's newest board
member, serving a nineyear term.
"I was bom here in
Bowling Green," Newlove
said, "and 111 probably be
buried here."
Newlove, a 37-year-old

realtor, is vice president of
Newlove Realty Inc., president of Newlove Management Services Inc., and
president of Greenwood
Gardens Development
Corp.
The governor, with the
consent of the Ohio Senate,
appoints board members,
according to the Board of
Trustees bylaws.
"ALTHOUGH I'M not a
close friend of the governor," Newlove said, "I
have known him for about
nine years.
"To be a board member,
Dhave to express some
of interest to the governor," he said. "I did express an interest, and since
Celeste and the people
around him know who I
am, I'm sure that aided my
cause."
Being a native of Bowling Green and a University
alumnus also may have
helped his chances, Newlove said.

-dateline- Thursday.

"I'm quite active in the
community as many people
may know," he said,
r
'and I know it (the community) as well as anyone
can because I've grown up
here. The governor looks
for a person to be able to
serve the University and
the community when he
appoints a board member,
ana I think I can lend insight to other out-of-town
board members. I think I
can help."
NEWLOVE SAID be
simply submitted a resume and received a telephone call from Gov.
Celeste, telling him he was
the new University board
member.
"Although there are no
structured interviews for
the position," he said, "a
name is not just pulled out
of a hat. It (the job of board
member) doesn't pay, so
it's not necessary to interview for it like it were a
job."

McFaU Gallery - Artwork
by school of art faculty
members Don Ehrlichman
(ceramics) and Ron Bandy
(paintings and drawings)
will be on display. Admission is free. The gallery
will be open 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday.
Fine Arts Gallery - Seventy-six photos by Carlos
Diaz, a visiting instructor
from the University of
Michigan, will be on display until Sept. 26. Admission is free. The gallery
will be open 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday.
Aircraft - An Airforce F16 Fighting Falcon will be
I on display from 9 a.m. to 5

Sept. 8, 1983

p.m. today and Friday in
the southeast parking lot of
the Technology Building.
Admission is free.
Intramural* - Entry deadline for women's intramural tennis is today at 4 p.m.
Women interested should
sign up in the intramural
office, 108 Student Recreation Center.
University Performing
Dancers - Auditions will be
held today in 201 Hayes
Hall from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Audition appointments are
not required.
Mud Tug - Entry deadline for entering the campus-wide event is 6 p.m.
today. Sign up at the Sigma
"Oklanoma" - The 1943
Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical will be presented

at 8 p.m. today through
Saturday in Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Admission for University students is $2.
PersUng Wftos - An organizational meeting will he
held at 8 p.m. in 253 Memorial Hall for students interested in joining either a
fjniyMng drill rifle team
or tactics training team.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the scheduled event. Please include
a contact name and number where we can verity
the information.

photo/ Jon Oberhouse

Richard Newlove

SIDEWALK
SALE
Tnurs-Fri-Sat
Gals Levis - Reg. 27.95-31.95
Factory Goofs $9.95

NOW OPEN SUNDAY

II A.M. - 2 A.M.
HAPPY HOURS
4-6 P.M. & 10-11 P.M.
IMBA ASSOCIATION!

WINE & CHEESE
SOCIAL
ELECTIONS

ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE
50% Off

FREE BGSU
TRANSFERS
on any of our shirts
Guys Assorted Pant*
5.00 7.95 8.95 10.00

JEANS N' THINGS
for Guys-n-Gals
531 Ridge—-Mon-Thurs
Fri-Sat

10:00-8:00

Sunday

12:00-5:00

10:00-5:30

s

special value 19
.Junior jeans from Chic and Lee, now at a great low price!

Monday Sept. 12
5:00 p.m.
State Room - Union, 3rd Floor

SAY IT IN THE
.CLASSIFIEDSL

years in toledo
over 100 GRINDERS
DAILY!
Now our 5™ year in
bowling green.
try our sub today
warzy's delicatessen
1068 north main st.
family owned and operated

Chic )eans. Base style o> 100% cotton denim
in junior sizes 3-13 5-pocket styling.
specs* value $19
Juniors (D121) Colors vary by slore

Shop Wsetgete 10 to 9:30. WoodvWs and
North Towns 10 to 9. Downtown 9:45 to 5:30.

Shop by phone
1-800-821-2690.
Use your Macy s Charge Account or American Excess Card

Lee jeans. Basic style of 100% cotton denim
in |unor sizes 3-13 5-pocket styling,
special value $19

Corduroy jeans (not shown) From Mane France
and others Colors include navy. grey, beige and
green, special value $19

macys
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'Teachers' ranked by
experience, authority
College educators and
students share more in
common than just the
classroom. Pupils are
ranked by class, and similarly, college educators
are also ranked. *
The ranks begin with instructors, or "people who
are teaching part time or
who haven't completed
their terminal degree,"
Donald Ehrlichman, associate professor of the Fine
Arts Department, said.
"One must have a doctorate or doctorate equivalency to become a
professor," Ehrlichman
said.
Professors are ranked
three ways: assistant, associate and full. Generally,
these positions "are a re-

flection on the length of
time they have been teaching and their standing in
their particular field,"
according to Dr. Don Mo
Quarie, sociology professor at the University.
For example, it isn't a
common practice to hire a
person fresh out of graduate school with his Ph.D
in hand for anything other
than an assistant professor, depending on his previous experience. One has
to work his way up, McQuarie said.
THERE ARE several
ways a professor can
"climb the ladder," but it
takes time and experience,
he added.
One way he can kill time

and gain experience is "by
publishing and showing
works in his field in order
to establish recognition,"
McQuarie said.
He added one must also
achieve a solid teaching
record, and serve the community or University in
some way. This can be
done by serving on committees within his department.
When one wants to go for
a possible promotion, his
entire record will be re
viewed by the faculty of his
department and its chair
or director, he said.
Recommendations are
then forwarded to the dean
for approval or disapproval. The dean's recommendations then go to the vice

Mandatory
Sales Meeting For
GAVEL
Sales Representatives
Thursday, September 8, 5:30 p.m.
06 University Hall (BG News Front Office!

president of academic affairs for final approval or
disapproval, according to
the Revised Academic
Charter.
This means a professor's
promotion is dependent
upon his record, which includes his ability as an
educator, his contributions
to his profession or community, and the amount of
scholarly or creative work
indicated by research,
publications, shows and
lectures, McQuarie said.
With each rank comes
authority, and with that
authority comes responsibility, such as a student
may feel as he progresses.
"Full professorship represents authority," McQuarie said.
TIP YOUR
PIZZA
DRIVER!

Mud fun set for Sat
in the spirit of fun and
unity.
"Basically, we're trying
to make the Mud Tug a
bigger event Other greek
systems at other colleges
seem to nave more supKt. We're trying to build
t support/he said.
There will be a $13 entry
fee for the event. Essig
said gates will open at 9:30
a.m. and teams must report at 11:30a.m.
To help generate more
campus unity, Essig said,
teams consisting of nongreek members will be

This Saturday, dozens of
University students will
find themselves pulled into
a wet, clammy pit of sand
and mud.
Muscles will be straining
as students and faculty alike attempt to win an
award in the 20th annual
SigEp Mud Tug which will
be held in College Park at
noon.
According to Mark EsSigma Phi Epsilon
Aid Tug chairman, the
Kil of the event is to get
entire campus together

If Issue One passes in stopped but I don't believe
November the right to raising the drinking age is
drink beer may be taken the way to do it, Bruce
from 19-and 20-year-olds. Tillman, treasurer of
Two opposing groups, Co- Ohioans for SAFE, said.
alition 21 and Ohioans for
"Raising the age for
SAFE, are concerned with drinking beer to 21 will not
the issue.
stop 19- and 20-year-olds
"Coalition 21's platform from chalking beer." Tillis to stop drunk driving. I'd man said. ''It will only
also like drunk driving force them out of responsi-

} Fall Plaid Skirts-M OFF \
Aline or Softly Gathered
PplywoolBlends (some lined)

"A lot of people usually
go to the Mud Tug and it
should be a good time," he
said. "We've put in a lot of
sweat, sacrifice and time,
so if we see a few smiles on
everyone's faces, it will be
well worth all the effort."
Co-sponsored by Stroh's
Beer, the Mud Tug will be
a fund raiser for the Wood
County chapter of the
American Heart Association.

EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES
SJNGU VBKMs UMJ AM HUSH

ble, supervised and policed
establishments and into
potentially dangerous situations."
Ohio recently adopted a
tough drunk driving law
and raised the age for
drinking beer to 19 and
these laws should be given
a chance to work, according to Tillman.

"Our sole goal is to educate people and to register
those people to vote who
feel the same way about
the issue as we do," Phil
Craig, a representative of
SAFE, said.
According to Craig, the
last poll taken indicated
Issue One would pass if it
got on the ballot.

Correction

VIEW!

arm raw 11 mvn rtm irrrmnii m nn m m»mrwvrwnnTr\

Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

ANOTHER mud hole has
been added to speed up the
event, Essig said, adding
there will also be four main
categories: independent
men, independent women,
fraternity and sorority

with University faculty
and administration included in the event

Drinking issue concerns groups

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

! Weekend Special I

able to compete in the tug
of war match for the first
time in the history of the
Mud Tug, which had formerly been a strictly greek
event.Tbe six man teams
will attempt to pull the
opposing team into the
mud.

In the Aug. 29 issue of the News we reported
students need to make all appointments to see a
physician or nurse at the Student Health Center one
week in advance. This is incorrect. Students may call
or go to the Health Center from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday to make an appointment for
that day or for an appointment up to one week in
advance. This excludes Saturdays when appointments
are made on a walk-in only basis from 8 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. We regret the error.
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Blood test detects AIDS in early stages
BOSTON (AP) - A blood
test that measures a rare
form of interferon may
help doctors spot seemingly healthy people who
have early stages of AIDS
but no outward symptoms
of the devastating disorder, researchers said.

have high blood levels of a
protein called acid-labile
alpha interferon.

Their study found that
months before the appearance of clear signs of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, some victims

"1 would say if an Individual had high levels of
acid-labile interferon on
several occasions, that
would probably be a very
specific marker for
AIDS," Dr. James Goedert
of the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Md.,
said.

The researchers warned
the test can •HW be performed only in highly specialized labs, and more
work is necessary to determine its accuracy in pinpointing early cases of
AIDS.
"We do not have a test
for AIDS," Dr. M. Elaine
Eyster of Pennsylvania
State University Medical
School, another of the researchers, said. "What we
have is something with a

potential for being a good
test to screen individuals
in high-risk groups. We
need a lot more work to
know how good it is."
There is no known cure
for AIDS, but Goedert said
the test could be used to
screen blood donors and
help prevent the spread of
the disease. The researchers found the unusual kind
of interferon in three victims of hemophilia who
developed AIDS. Two Dre-

viously published studies
discovered it in homosexuals with the disorder.
INTERFERON is a natural virus-killing chemical
that is produced in tiny
amounts by cells throughout the body. Alpha interferon is made by white blood
cells, and at least 15 different varieties of this kind of
interferon exist.
But acid-labile alpha interferon, which decom-

poses in an acid solution, is
unusual. Ordinarily, it is
seen only in diseases that
involve a defect of the
bodv's immune system,
such as lupus or rheumatoid arthritis.
AIDS destroys the body's
ability to fight disease.
Most of the victims are
male homosexuals or intravenous drug users. But
hemophiliacs and Haitian
immigrants also risk
catching it

Hemophiliacs' blood
does not clot properly, and
they must receive clotting
concentrates taken from
donated blood. Scientists
believe whatever causes
AIDS is passed along in
these blood products.
In the latest study, published in last Thursday's
New England Journal of
Medicine, doctors found
high interferon levels in
three hemophiliacs with
AIDS. The interferon was

noticed in two of them 3 to
10 months before AIDS
symptoms appeared.
This form of interferon
was not found in 60 healthy
adults or in 43 other hemophiliacs. Three additional
hemophiliacs had borderline levels of the interferon, but the substance
disappeared within a few
months, and none of those
subjects has gotten AIDS.

Thinking like a crook pays off
New aid for Reagan
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, whose
hearing has deteriorated in
recent years, appeared
yesterday to be wearing a
hearing aid in his right ear
when he addressed a group
of business and education
leaders at the White
House.
During his vacation in
California last month, Reagan had an appointment
with his ear doctor and told
reporters afterward his
hearing had deteriorated
slightly.
The 72-year-old president has acknowledged he
has increasing difficulty in
hearing with his right ear
and has attributed it in the
past to the firing of a handgun too near his ear on a
movie set many years ago.

0

American Heart
Association

FELDMAN SAID computers have reduced the
checks and balances, the
mid-level clerks and managers who often caught
changes in a company's
records in the past.

ONLY
$5,251
MINI MALL If AUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST.
352-7638

GLEAN*
KIRK'S
COIN LAUNDRY

709 S. Main
OPEN 24 HOURS
Coupon

$1 OFF
When You Use

Two or More
Double Washers
ONE COUPON PER VISIT
Good Through 9/30/83
M-F 9a.m.-8p.m.

"What's happening now
is that a lot of executives

aren't as knowledgeable in
the computer area as they
should be," he said.
Larry Sabbath, staff director of a U.S. House subcommittee studying
computer crime, said
many executives delegate
too much authority to employees when it comes to
computers.
"Most of it (computer
crime) can be prevented,
but people don't treat computers as the important
tools they are. They put
crucial, secret information

into computers," Sabbath
said.
He said he has heard
estimates of the total
amount of computer crime
in the United States ranging from $100 million to
several billion dollars annually.
But Feldman and other
computer crime sleuths
are finding ways to foil
computer thieves.
COMPUTER SECURITY can be as simple as
controlling who sits at a
keyboard or using special

CASH & CARRY

Frito Lay

September 7th through 10th &
Long Stem

Potato Chips

ROSES

Diet or Regular

Dozen $6.00

Seven-Up
Dozen $5.00

DAISIES

II

LAUNDRY

thousands of dollars in a
thousandth of a second,
you've got enormous potential (for crime),"
George Lane, a supervisory special agent for the
FBI, said.

passwords to enter a computer system, Christos Papachrlstou, associate
professor of electrical and
computer engineering at
the University of Cincinnati, said.
called en.p can give more
lion by scrambling
uiformation that can be
decoded only with a special
device. Encrypting is especially good at blocking intrusion from personal
computers, Papachristou
said.

n
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10 Pack $2.00

MYLES' FLOWERS
Facing R.R. Tracks
Dairy Queen Bldg.

FREE DELIVERY
352-1504
516 E. WOOSTER

„o, 99*
$1.29

6 pk. cans

Cold Beer

RACKETEERS
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Dear Customers:
Myles' Pizza invites you to try the
BIGGEST and BEST PIZZA in town.
We call it the FOOD LOVERS.
The Food Lovers Pizza has our own pepperoni,
mushrooms, black olives, imported ham, fresh
green peppers, fresh onions and mounds of extra)
cheese...that would even make a mouse smile.

LMI

PTM

$1.99 pus
cheese 10* extra

Sincerely,
MYLES' PIZZA PUB

709 S. Main
Coupon

70* OFF
When You Use Two
Or More Washers
ONE COUPON PER VISIT
Good Through 9/30/83
M-F 9a.m.-8p.m.
! LAUNDRY

in the Cincinnati accounting firm of Touche & Ross,
and one of a growing number of people trying to
crack down on computer
crimes, said.
Computer and crime
prevention experts say
computer crimes are the
same old offenses that
used to be committed with
paper and pencil - inflating
assets, embezzling, stock
frauds. Today, however, it
is possible to do them more
efficiently with a computer
keyfc
yboard.
fin
When you can transfer

ONCINNATI (AP) When Kenneth Feldman
thinks like a crook, he
doesn't get arrested. He
As recently as last July, gets paid!
Feldman might try to
when he discussed his
health in an interview with shave off a fraction of a
the Los Aneelea rimes, company's payroll checks,
Reagan said his hearing erase their billing records
or snoop through a top-se''continues to deteriorate.
"Sometimes, like at the cret advertising camCabinet table when people
isn't trying to steal
are way at the other end, I
turn my head this way to anything. He is trying to
Set that (left) ear over catch the people who do.
"We go out and think like
lere," Reagan was
crooks: it's part of our
quoted as saying.
Dr. Daniel Rage, the Job," Feldman, a partner
presidential physician,
w
w
M
could not be reached immediately for comment
After Reagan's last comElete physical examinaon, in November 1981,
Ruge said the president's
"previously documented
decrement in auditory acuity (was) found to be sta-

709 S. Main

352-1504

516 E. Wooster

$2.50 OFF
and a free (2) liter bottle of Coca-Cola with the
purchase of a 16" FOOD LOVERS PIZZA.
Expires 9-25-83

Look what you get! An all-beef burger. A
small order of crispy, golden fries. \bur
favorite small soft drink. And, to top It off. a
cool and creamy 5 oz. DAIRY QUEEN* Soft
Serve Sundae. Head for your participating
DAIRY QUEEN* BRAZIER* store, to get the
Burger Full Meal Deal™ —the best bargain
n,own

Dairij
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brazier
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Clean-up extended

HAMILTON, Ohio (AP)
un t\\a
-■ fTlamaninff
Cleaning up
the fVmL
ChemDyne hatardous-waste site
will take a few weeks
longer than originally
planned because there's
more solid waste than expected, a federal official
said yesterday.

The cleanup contractor,
O.H. Materials Co. of Findlay, originally planned to
have all waste removed by
early September.
However, a federal official said yesterday it will
be the end of the month
before the operation is finished.
Don Borda, an on-site
representative of the VS.
Army Corps of Engineers,
said workers have found
more solid waste than anticipated, slowing the operation.
Borda said the solid
waste, resembling sludge,

is in bulk storage tanks
that
that

ivurA originally
firTatnallv
were
thought to contain mostly
liquid wastes.
''Now that we've
pumped probably all of the
liquids out of the tanks and
cut the tops off to see what
we do have, we've found
less liquid than we thought
before and more solids,"
he said. "It's not like we
discovered something totally unexpected."

THE SLUDGE-LIKE
matter must be mixed with
an absorbent material to
make it more solid for
handling and storage. The
process takes longer than
dealing with liquid wastes.
"There's a lot of extra
work and handling when
you run into solids, Borda
said.
Thirty-five tanker
trucks, each holding an
estimated 5,000 gallons of

Any large pizza
with TWO or mot* items

Jo's* Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

352-5166

marat-iala tr\
m'tta in
In Arir.
materials
to aa site
kansas for incineration.
Borda said another load or
two of liquid remains.
Borda said approximately 197 truckloads of
solid waste have been
shipped out.
•fhis is a wild stab in the
dark, but I could see us
sending SO to 80 more
truckloads of solids out,"
he said.
The cleanup began in
May. It's being funded
with money from the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency's "Superfund," allocated to clean up the
nation's worst chemical
dumps.
OH. Materials Co. has a
$1.76 million contract to
clean up the site by the end
of November. The EPA
has approved additional
funding to cover costs of
the additional solid waste,

according to Doug Wilson,

QivrfW Army
irmu Corps
TArna of
/^ EnPru
another
gineers representative.

WILSON SAID the original contract with O.H.
Materials provided for the
company to get an extra 10
percent of the base contract amount if there's
more work to be done than
originally expected. That
has already resulted in the
company getting at least
$1.9 million for the
cleanup, be said.
Except for the larger
amounts of solid waste, the
cleanup has gone smoothly
through the summer,
according to Borda. He
said the unusually hot
weather hasn't caused
many problems for workers, who often wear protective suits.
"Fortunately, these fellas are accustomed to this
type of work," Borda said.

EXPIRES 9/30/83

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
iCOUPON-

91 OFF

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) Two Jetliners, one which
originally took off from
Cleveland, landed safely at
Eppley Airfield yesterday
after electrical problems
reportedly sent smoke into
their passenger cabins.
There was no evidence of
active fires in either the
Trans World Airlines or
the Frontier Airlines jetliners. No injuries were re-

ported.

The two unusual landings occurred less than two
hours apart - at 10:29 am
and 12:25 pjn. (CDT).
The problem aboard the
TWA Boeing 727 carrying
68 passengers was attributed to a malfunctioning
fluorescent light fixture.
Passengers and crew
members said there was
little concern on Flight 279,

Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items

UO^* Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
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Senate
mourns Deer
\J\*S I ■ X*f ■ Vs#
I I IVWl I I W M Wl
EVERETT, Wash. (AP)
- Vice President George
Bush and nearly half of the
VS. Senate Joined about 1,400 other mourners yesterday in bidding farewell to
Sen. Henry "Scoop" Jackson as he was buried in this
waterfront mill town.
Meanwhile, controversy
was already brewing over
appointment of an interim
successor to the Washington Democrat and over
plans for a winner-take-all
November election to fill
his seat - an election that
could help determine control of the entire U.S. Senate.
Jackson "wanted his nation to be strong because
be knew the terrible danKof the age in which we
," Sen. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, D-N.Y., said.

Jackson, a veteran of 43
years in Congress, was
known nationally for his
support of a strong defense.
He died last Thursday
night at age 71 after a
blood vesselnear his heart
ruptured.
Mourners included former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, Sens.
John Tower, R-Texas, Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz..
Majority Leader Howard
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., Minority Leader Robert
Byrd, D-W. Va., and Washington state's entire congressional delegation.
Jackson's casket was
draped with an American
flag in the front of the First
Presbyterian Church, built
in 1910 on a hilltop and

which had ondnated in
Cleveland and landed in St
Louis before landing in
Omaha at 10:29 a.m.
Omaha Fire Department
crash and rescue trucks
stood by alongside Ear's main runway as
planes landed. The
fire units convoyed the airliners to the passenger torminal, where passengers
deplaned slowly and

odor "like burning rubber"
half-way through the hourlong flight from St. Louis.
The second officer entered
the cabin, traced the
source of the smoke and
disconnected the light, she
said.
"THERE WASN'T much
smoke in the cabin," TWA
sales manager Gene 01guin said, "it was more
like a puff of smoke."
Passengers said shortly
before the plane made its
final approach to Eppley.
the captain, identified by
TWA as Ray Sanborn, announced an electrical problem apparently was under
control and a normal landing could be expected.
The flight carried seven
crew members.

The Frontier Airlines
Boeing 737 was ea route
from Des Molnes to
Denver when an electrical
problem was detected.
Frontier spokesman Robert Shuhnan said. The
flight carried 20 passgers and five crew members, Frontier manager
George Keffalos said.
"An we know right now
is that it was a left-side
electrical problem. There
was no loss of power, however," Keffalos said.
Shulman said the captain decided to land the
plane In Omaha.
The Frontier flight left
Des Moines at 11-37 am
and was scheduled to arrive in Denver at 13:11
pm

Fighting heart disease and
stroke is a life or death matter.

Voted Best Pizza In B.C

ALL YOU CAN EATl

CHICKEN—.
Fries—Coleslaw
^1

pgjjjt^loV F«~ Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

352-5166

would be on the ballot
Rap. Donald Banker, DWaah., said he hoped Republican Gov. John SpejIman would appoint a
caretaker senator, such as
Jackson's wife, Helen, until the election.
Rep. Rod Chandler, RWash., said he hoped Spellman would name former
Republican Gov. Dan
Evans to the post. Evans is
considered to be a powerful contender in any election.
Before Jackson's death.
Democrats bad hoped the
1984 elections would give
them back control of OH
Senate, which they lost fa
i960. Those hopes were bolstered by the decisions of
Tower and Senate GOP
Leader Baker not to sack
re-election.

EXPIRES 9/30/83

Any small pizzo or large SUB

4 p.m.

the smoke was traced to an
electrical resistor in a
cabin light fixture.
"There was some odor,
but apparently no fire,'
Piekos said.
McElligot said he didn't
notice the fumes. But his
seatmate, Richard Lamontagne, also of Gallon, said,
"I could smell something. I
didn't know what it was."

Omaha Fire Capt. Virgil
Jarzynka, who was in
"THERE WAS no panic, charge of the fire and resno real concern," TWA cue units on the scene,
passenger Kai Nybe, of said. "A small amount of
smoke was in the cabin
Kokomo, Ind., said.
George McElligot, of when we approached the
Gallon, Ohio, saldffie TWA plane on the ground. But it
problem "was handled cleared up."
very well. There was no
A TWA flight attendant,
need to worry."
Ryder Piekos, TWA who declined to give her
manager at Eppley, said name, said she detected an

50<^ OFF
OPIN

attended by Jackson since
boyhood.
TWELVE PALLBEARERS and 100 honorary pallbearers represented the
elite of the state's political,
business and labor organizations.
Townspeople lined the
sidewalk in front of the
church and a number of
mourners wore navy and
gold "Scoop" lapel pins
from past elections.
State Attorney General
Ken Eikenberry, a Republican, said Tuesday that
any appointed successor
would serve only until a
Nov. 8 election. The winner
would serve the duration of
Jackson's term, which expires in January 1989.
Eikenberry said there
would be no primary,
meaning all who filed

Smoke causes planes to land early

$2 OFF
OPIN 4 p.m.

liquid wastes, have taken

$3.99

EXPIRES 8(30(83

1450 E. WOOSTER STREET

Voted Best Pizza In B.C

IH2

rni IDHM-

4 DAYS ONLY

BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T
IN BOWLING GREEN

A*
«

THURSDAY
with

POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
AT
8:30,9:30,10:30....
874-2254

I

.I
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September
boot blow-out!
"Special Value* on Boots
from America's Top MaJnra.
Extra savings while thsy last.
Now thru Sunday."

Tony Lama
DINGO

L.di.i faihlon Win.
!|lo»» Uath.i
col 4 lop
B r• I d • d
•nkl. b*nd
High dr.M
M.

Compare
at $96.00

ma

ALL

Price, good whil. aupply lasts,
thru Sunday, Sept. 11. SIM lUmit.d Shop early lor bad
lion."

Naax liuai al I
Acau, Dtaeo.Dea PsM, Vases, way Lama

BOOTS

SOUTH VILLAGE SQUARE • Airport Hwy.. JIM Wa«
of Reynolds Rd across from T.C1 Friday.
Open Daily IM, Sat s>6, Sun. W
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Investigation breaks up child prostitution ring
BRATTLEBORO, Vt.
(AP) - Ten boys and girls
age* • to 13 ran a child
prostitution ring for up to a
year in this southern Vermont town, selling sex to
other children as well as
adults, authorities said.
Police announced Tuesday night that a monthlong investigation led this
week to the break-up of the
ring, which they said was
organised and run entirely
by the youngsters.

"There's no adults in
charge of this ring," U.
Richard Guthrie, head Juvenile officer for the Brattleboro Police
Department, said.
"There's no male pimp.
It's children and children.
I think it is structured
within the peer group."
Residents in this community of 12,000 reacted in
horror.
"It was the talk of the
town all morning. People

have been saying the whole
thing is sickening," Gladys
Crossman, a long-time
clerk at the downtown
Dutch Bake Shop, said.
"We have a coffee bar
and people always stop to
chat about this and that,"
Crossman said. "But today, all they've been saying is 'Gosh, did you read
the headlines this morning?'"
"WE'VE HAD a lot of

kids with problems that
we've been able to help,
but never anything like
this," Frank Dearborn,
head of the town's Recreation Department, said.
"I'm just absolutely
amazed."
Guthrie said police had
suspected such a ring was
operating for almost a
rear, but a full-scale investigation began only after
some solid tips were received last month.

Police have refused to
disclose any information
on the backgrounds of the
children or any details of
the sexual activities, how
much was charged or
where the encounters took
place.
He said parents of all of
the children have been notified, and none of the
youngsters could be prosecuted because of their
ages. They will ail be
looked on as "victims" and

will be dealt with bv state
social workers, Guthrie
Police said they expected some adults who
took advantage of the children's offers might be arrested, but would not say
when such arrests might
be made.
REGIONAL SCHOOL
superintendent James Cuskk said all the youngsters
attended the district's
three elementary schools.

which serve four neighboring rural towns as well as
Brattieooro.
"I'm discouraged and
disappointed,"
Cusick
said. KYou don't think of
these tilings happening in
Vermont I guess that's
what we hope for, but not
what we live with."
School administrators
were told of the case last
week, Cusick said. "Our
three principals met last
week with police. Social

and Rehabilitation Services people and school
counselors to figure out
how to deal with other kids
and parents."
They plan to hold several
meetings later this month,
during which authorities
will answer parents' questions. Several presentations on "public safety" for
possibly ail of the 1,000
children in the three
schools will be held after
that, Cusick said.

Court nrfl>r to aid farmprc Physicians lose immunity
VrfWUl

*L

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- GOT. Richard Celeste is
asking the federal government to comply with a
court order and release
a million in sidetracked
i loans.
Ma meeting of the Ohio
chapter of the National
Fanners Organization, Celeste referred yesterday to
an order by U.S. District
Judge Thomas Flannery.
The judge ruled in a
class action suit filed by
farmers that the government should act on their
request for the money.
Celeste said he intends to
send a telegram today to
VS. Agricultures
John Block urging i

Ul ilVl

»LW

ance to assist droughtstricken farmers.
Celeste's aides said
Block intends to appeal the
court order.
Celeste, addressing the
convention of the farm
rup's Ohio chapter, said
Is "not sure now committed the administration
is" to the plight of farmers.
"Well findout," he said.
He told about 100 deleStes to the convention at
io State University that
35 of Ohio's 88 counties are
on his list of counties for
which he seeks emergency
aid.

C1IV1

would clear the way for
low-interest federal loans
and other help.
Ohio's farmers need
emergency help now "and
not two or three years from
now," Celeste said.
Celeste said be was told
by Block in Chicago last
week at a meeting of Midwestern governors that
Ohio's request would be
acted upon within 10 days.
He also said be checked
with federal officials yesterday and was told it
would be handled within 10
days.
Celeste said he would
"Keep after than."
Celeste got an enthusiasA FAVORABLE response from Washington tic response from the

The strobe light is flasfiing."
1818:56 - MIG-23 fighter
toDeputat: "Roger, Pm at
7500, course 230.
1818:02-SU-15 fighter to
Deputat: "I am closing on
the target."
1826:20-SU-15 fighter to
Deputat: "I have executed
the launch."
1838:22-SU-15 fighter to
1818:11*5
Deputat: "The target is
It^f Soviet destroyed."
ion call sign:
1826:27-SU-15 fighter to
A.N.O. (air naviga- Deputat: "I am breaking
tion lights) are burnine. off attack."

fanners when he said be
He said the trucking; inopposes an embargo of dustry has suffered along
grain sales to the Soviets in with the ship companies
response to the Soviets' which carry Ohio farm
downing of a Korean jet- products abroad from
liner last week.
Lake Erie, and he said the
He said Ohio's farm fam- tire and rubber industries
ilies are willing to pay a are hurt
Cfor whatever retalia-"Farmers are among
is taken but they be- the biggest purchasers of
lieve "it ought to be shared ttresThesafd.
by everyone.'
He said one of his main
responsibilities is "taking
ANY EMBARGO that the message of what agrisingles out one element of culture means to all
the economy is wrong, he Ohioans."
said.
Unless farmers are
He said drought has hurt given a chance to survive,
Ohio's economy far more young farmers trying to
than many realize because stay in farming will be
of the "ripple effect" of unable to make ends meet,
crop loss.
he said.

Find it in the Classifieds

Transcript revealed
WASHINGTON (AP) Here Is the transcript, distributed by the White
House on Monday night, of
excerpts from the radio
transmissions of two Soviet pilots who participated in the downing of
Korean Airlines 007 last
weak. All times are Greenwich Mean Time.

IQI UlClO
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HOMECOMING SENIOR
REPRESENTATIVE APPLICATIONS
1

available now in UAO office
until Thurs., Sept. 15th

Any student with Senior status may complete an application
and a winner will be selected through a campus wide election,
■Ma

roU
0hi0 (AP)
(AP)
,COLUMBUS,
2£LU.S' Ohio
In an effort to stop what it
called "a festering evil,"
the Ohio Supreme Court
ruled yesterday that physicians hired by the Ohio
Industrial Commission can
be sued over physical examinations they give.
The 4-3 opinion stripping
immunity from commission-Hred doctors came in
• suit filed by 14 Toledoarea compensation claimants against Dr. William
McCloud of Columbus, who
conducts many examinations for the commission.

The
TT* original suit contended McCloud made reports that were
Intentionally false.
The suit was dismissed
because McCloud and the
commission are immune
from civil damages.
Justice James Celebrate wrote the majority decision that said
physicians will continue to
be immune from lawsuits
for their testimony or evidence they present to the
commission. But they may
be sued over their examinations.

In a concurring opinion.
opinion,
Justice Clifford Brown
said trie "decision is generated by a festering evil at
the Industrial Commission, where a small minority of physicians. .. are
willing to sell their expertise for a substantial
price."
In another decision, the
court sent back to the
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court the $5 million
damage suit of Will Toney,
who contended he was
beaten in the Franklin
County jail two years ago.

MGl**
Live Rock -n- Roll
WEDNEDAY - SATURDAY

NO COVER!
THIS WEEK— THE RODS

THURS.
BEER NIGHT 8-10
Don't Miss It .
Unbelievable!
893 S. MAIN ST.
_

HAPPY HOURS
TUES. -FRI.
6-9

Congratulations!

c

e

V<

on your
engagement!!

ANNOUNCES
FRATERNITY
RUSH
TONIGHT
LOOK FOR FRATERNITY
FLYERS FOR THEMES
AND TIMES

1740 E. Wooster St. B.G.
At The 1-75 Exit
Phone 352-2587

}°S

FRIDAY: PATIO MADNESS
2:00-5:00 p.m.
DRINK SPECIALS

SUNDAY & MONDAY: N.F.L. ACTION

"... and see this Style? I downed it at the corner bar."

DRINK SPECIALS
• Mexican & American Menu Items
• Live Entertainment (Wed-Sat)
• Outdoor Patio Bar

Whatever you do, mate it worthwhile- with Hriou'i Old Style. Double brewed, fully Kraeuaened for
that dean, crap tarn. So next lime, do it with Style. OU Style.

Open Seven Days
(11:00 a.m. Mon-Sat)
(12:00 Noon Sunday)

For • h*ook» trx£2- OldStyle peeler ollna ad, tend S1.00 la
TROPHY *JOOel PO€Tia Of FIR
800 TNrdAvenie Meet. PO.foC-34057, Seattle. VW\ 96124

SB

■■-t. g.T- T?»,.»

•■
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AUDITIONS

i

SINGERS & DANCERS
(ACTORS)

Renee is alright;
(but fromthe left)

TAMBW' BOUT LQYE*
A New Musical Revue by JOHN SCOTT
(University Playwright-in-Residehce)
SEPTEMBER 12, 13, 14
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
402 University Hall

byJaonWrna©
sports reporter

Renee Manwaring had everything
going for her last year. She was a
fine year member of Bowling
Green's volleyball team, co-captain of
the squad, and selected to the all-MidAmencan Conference team.
But at the beginning of the team's
pre season, Manwarins wondered if
she would even start this year. The
Impressive lady spiker sublezated
her right arm last March - the arm
she naturally uses to spike, set, and
serve the ban.
Man waring was playing a game of
volleyball with a friend when she dove
for the ball, hitting the ground on her
right side, causing the injury.
^ cant believe! hurt myself when
I was trying to practice and improve
my game," she said.

ROLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN (White, Black, Hispanic
Asian, Foreign Students, etc.)
*
*
$

EVERYONE WELCOME
(FRESHMAN WELCOME)
'Co-sponsored by University Theatre and
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP)
Scripts available 322 South Hall ( Theatre Office)

372-2222

COME PREPARED TO SING and/or DANCE!
mh AAAAAAAAAAA ^Hfcsr1Hk1HHHHk*lHrfcfc*r^r AA^HUNrlHHHHfc A A A A sr *r

"Volleyball Is fast and exciting. I love this game too
much to give It up."
Renee Manwaring

Look for it in your
Friday BG News.

PHI MU WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRATULATE THEIR
38 FABULOUS NEW PHIS
Paula Averesch
Cindy Brown
Kim Brown
Rhonda Chambers
Lori Ann Clark
Connie Clayton
Cindy Dodd
Sue Duncan
Jonna Ellwood
Alicia Emmereth
Maria Esway
Carol Evans
Jill Gall
Mary Gorman
Jennifer Gray
Polli Griewisch
Janna Harrington
Susan Ketterman
Kim Winger

Kim Kuhlman
Lorie LaClair
Molly Maclaren
Karen Mavity
Daphne McFann
Lori McKenzie
Amy McNerney
Amy Moses
Shelly Nasser
Lydia Paganico
Brenda Reeb
Brigitte Russello
Kathy Shaw
Ann Snavely
Cindy Tegel
Anne Wallace
Ann Walter
Deb Whaler

Renee Manwaring

CHI-OMEGA'S
And you better
beware . . .
We've got 34 new

Early Education and Elementary
Education Majors

She worked out with weights, did
push-ups, and practiced isometric
exercises as recommended by her
physican this summer, but her arm
still plagued her with problems.
"I slapped a coach on the hand
daring a softball game this summer
and that was Just enough to make it
pop out," Manwaring said. "That is
whan I finally convinced myself I
could not play with my right arm"
The senior spiker began using her
left arm during the pre season, and
said she had to face the fact she could
be sitting on the bench.
"Volleyball is fast and exciting. I
love this game too much to give it
up," she said. "I still have a whole
other arm to use."

Association for
Childhood Education
Open House/Organizational
Meeting
September 12 - 7:00

070 Overman Hall
Speaker will be Joyce Myles

Debra Phipps
Patricia Sdntoro
Jean Savastano
Judith Schuchart
Kelley Sizer
Wendy Starr
Suzie Stringer
Judi Sturkol
Sonja Theis
Karen Thomas
Sharon Till
Anne Tudhope
Peggy Walker
Joie Walsh
Cindy Watson
Sheri Wright
Michelle Young

heads," she said.
"I was really depressed at first
because here was a new coach and
she didn't even know what I could do
before," Manwaring said. "But she
was sympathetic and made me realize I wasn't going through this by
myself."
MANWARING SAID her teammates have also been supportive and
encouraging during her readjustment.
"When I hit a good one, they say
way to go. And when my head drops a
half inch after a bad hit they are there
to pick it up an inch higher.".
Manwaring has been working on
her timing, and said she has to visualize steps in her mind to keep her from
hitting with her right hand.
"I'm starting to hit a lot better, but
not as good as last year," she said.
Manwaring is optimistic about her
situation and is confident she can
contribute to the team.
"If I'm not as proficient with my
left arm as I am with my right by midseason, then I'll start worrying," she
said.

— coupon ——————-, coupon —

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
GET PHYSICAL?

r

I

I

MIKE'S PARTY; 1

1004

\A A DT
°pen tjlI
JYl/\r\ I Midnight 7 daysj

J' S. Main

Ifso... Nia Kuumba Dance Ensemble*
is JUST FOR YOU!

Buy one bag of ICE
get one FREE!
|
Beer at State minimum prices.
See us for All your party needs!
,
— coupon —— — coupon———'

For information call:
Jakki Evans at 372-6468
(Come out to our first
• rehearsal Sunday - September 11th
in the Amani 5:00 - 8:00 p.m.)
No auditions required - Just Dedication!
*An ECAP sponsored organization

BREAKFAST
\
BUFFET
^
SUNDAY 9-2 V
ALL YOU CAN EAT///
ONLY $3.89
183 S. Main

UNIVERSITY
TEST
PREPARATION
SERVICE

SEMINARS
NOW
FORMING
FOR 1983
OCT. & DEC

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
For Further
Information
Please Call
I313I425-TEST

SIGMA CHI
THIS WEEK'S RUSH DATES
SEPT. 6 - TUES.....CADDYSHACK THEME
SEPT. 7 - WED.
CANCELLED
SEPT. 8 - THURS .....CASINO NIGHT

Coming this. .

ALL EVENTS START AT 7:30

pledges that are
better than fair!
Annette Agee
Morgot Alloway
Roberto Beck
Michele Bower
Deborah Ebert
Lynne Gervasi
Koren Herbort
Christine Holt
Kimberly Hunt
Elizabeth Ice
Sharon Kavlick
Susan Ludwig
Kathy Modigan
Beth Main
Laura Main
Laurie O'Connor
Eloine Peterman

MANWARING CAN still use her
»t arm for underhanded motions,
cannot forcefully hit the ball overhand. Her arm can pop in and out of
its shoulder socket ft too much pressure is applied to it.
She said the ligaments near the
Joints were stretched, letting her arm
slip oat more easily, but she never
thought she could not use the arm this

proto/Mizelle Stewart

AND A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO
OUR RUSH CHAIRMAN, KIM TAYLOR

We are the

MANWARING SAD) her injury is
only a minor setback, and she is
impressed with her own progress. She
started playing with her "new arm"
only three weeks ago, and has been
going to team practices early to work
on her moves and techniques.
"Learning to hit with your left arm
is like learning to write with your left
hand if you are right-handed. It's hard
to change something I've been doing
for 21 years," she said.
Manwaring played left front and
mid-back, but will play right front and
back because of tier condition this
year.
Despite her injury, Manwaring is
enthusiastic about the season and the
team's new head coach, Denise Van
De Walle
"I really like her. She *"cws her
stuff and says we can wia tournaments and games if we just use our

"EX 1982-83 FRATERNITY ALL
SPORTS CHAMPS!"
Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu Sigma Nu

RUSH
I
f SIGMA NU

The Leisure, Arts, and
Entertainment magazine. i
B&W HALL
Had available for Parties, Dances,
Dinners, Banquets, etc.
Hall Rental includes: Decorations,
Linen Tableclothes, Bar Room Facilities,
and All Clean-Up
Catering also Available

B&W HALL
Rte. 281 Wayne, OH.
228-2072
Calf Eatty for Christmas Party Reservation*.

i
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EN and White Rose Picnic

Thursday, Sept. 8
6:30 - 8:30
in front of the EN house
with our Little Sisses!
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Modell facing court battles

Bills preparing for Bengals
CINCINNATI (AP).- HMd Coach
Kay Stephenaon doesn't like the
atmosphere hla Buffalo Bllla an
stepping into this Sunday when
they viitt Cincinnati.
The Cincinnati Bengals went
winleai in four preaeaaon games,
then opened the regular National
Football League season with a 3010 thrashing from the Los Angeles
Raiders.
Stepbenson indicated ye
that he's concerned the
will try to take out their
tkos on the Bills when the two
teams meet in Riverfront Stadium
"I think it's going to be one heck
of a ballgame," Stepbenson said
yesterday in a telephone conference with Cincinnati sports writers. "We know what we're coming
into down there.
"My goodness, a Super Bowlcontending team such as Cincinnati
has, with all the weapons they
have. And certainly, with mem not
having won a game yet this year we know what we're up against
from a psychological standpoint.
"And also the physical ability of
this team is Just outstanding. It's

Browns'
Pruitt
optimistic
BEREA, Ohio (AP) An
opening day 27-21 loss to
thei Minnesota Vikings isn't
enough to blunt the optimism of the Cleveland
Browns, says chief optimist Mike Pruitt.
The rugged fullback
rushed for 94 yards in 17
carries and caught three
passes, including one for a
touchdown, in the National
Football League game
against Minnesota last
Sunday. The Browns are
now preparing for a battle
with the Detroit Lions this
coming Sunday.
"WHAT MADE me feel
better was seeing that all
the teams in our division
also lost, and instead of us
being Just 0-1, we were tied
for first place," Pruitt
said. "It's Just like getting
a fresh start."

scary. So we know we're in for a
beck of a game."
NEITHER TEAM was impressive u Its opener last SundayWhile the Bengals were kept out
of the end tone until Just a minute
remained to be played, the Bills
were blanked by the Miami Dolphina 1M. The Bills permitted four
Held goals by Uwe von Schamann,
and failed on three field goal attempts of their own.
"I give the credit first to Miami/'Stephenaon said of the Bills'
first shutout since 1911. "Their
people played an enjcaBanJ ballKB. Their coaches had an excelgame plan defensively.
"We did have some missed opportunities. And then certainly we
did not give ourselves anything to
tie to as a football team with the
mined field goal opportunities.''
Stepbenson, in his first year as
an NFL bead coach, said it's no
secret what the Bills most do to
contain the Cincinnati O^TW as
well as the Raiders did.
"We do know that what you have
to do against Cincinnati is what

CLEVELAND (AP) - In
bis 22 years as majority
owner of the Cleveland
Browns of the National
Football League, Arthur B.
Modell has seen a lot of
changes.
Hers seen his football
team go from NFL
championship quality in
1964 to one that struggles to
win more than it loses. And
moat recently, he's seen
his once unchallenged
power over the Browns organization challenged in
courtrooms.
Modell, who has been
Involved quietly over the
years in many civic, charitable and political causes,
is facing challenges in five
courtrooms, all stemming
from his Browns business
dealings.
Two lawsuits were filed
by the Cleveland Indians
baseball organization.
Three other cases - certainly more significant
ones - were filed by a minority owner of the
Browns. All cases involve
charges that Modell was

THE RAIDERS rolled up a 144
lead and then went to a pass defense with five defensive backs.
They also used a four-man line to
put pressure on the Cincinnati
quarterback.
Anderson completed a high percentage of his passes - he was 26 of
35 for OS yards - but his longest
completion was for hist 14 yards.
He was also sacked 4 times for 23
yards, threw an interception and
fumbled, and was under pressure
all afternoon.
Stepbenson wouldn't tip his hand
about how the Bills plan to defense
Anderson, but he did say it won't be
easy.
"We feel we're Just going to have
our hands full no matter what
(defensive alignment) we're in,"
Stepbenson said.

wnfthy»fi or unreasonable
in his business dealings.
Modell's Browns own the
Stadium Corp., the company that runs the huge
Municipal Stadium He has
been sued by the Indians
over terms of a lease and
money from stadium concessions.
ANOTHER challenge is
from Robert D. Cries, who
owns 43 percent of the
Browns franchise. In a
lawsuit filed in 1982, Gries
contended that Modell personally pocketed $4.8 million on a deal to acquire
Stadium Corp., a deal that
saddled the Browns with a
debt.
In other lawsuits, Gries
sought regular directors
meetings and demanded
an accounting of Modell's
expenses. Gries accused
Modell of wrongdoing in
awarding himself a new
contract as Browns president.
The Browns hierarchy
has banned Gries from the
team plane, deleted his
name from the media

guide and program and
ordered him to stay away
from team functions. Gries
filed a complaint about
those actions in court.
The legal battles may
have been a contributing

The BGSU Athletic
Dept. announces
that the All-Sports
passes are sold out!

_ 906 Napoleon
353-8381
Hardy Mums, Fall Pansies,
Perennials,
Complete Una of Shubery
and Shada Traas.

X

Klotz
Flower Farm
eaep «» » ej

Pine Manor

2 Bdrm.

$189-259

Heat ft hot water mcl Spacious unit* witti extra storage
no pat* please 1 yrs. lease

300 Napoleon Rd.

DOYOU H AVETICKETS?
ALPHA TACI OMEGA
•
•
•
•

PAST YEARS' ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

proudly announces
it's 1983 Pledge class
*t>.

TONIGHT: SEPT. 8-"PIZZA NIGHT"

r -HMMC ?

for

Spaghetti Dinner
fUOOOOOOOOOQOOQOOQOQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQOQQQQQOQQtrg

ALPHA

LOVES OUR
SPECIAL PLEDGES

:

XI

K»sas»sB!asasetostsnti (fffr'"*"">"^~/M/^"'*1*'

PAGUATS PIZZA

!

EAST

DELTA

PROUDL Y ANNOUNCES
THEIR FALL 1983
PLEDGE CLASS .. .

Jane Mascharl
Kelley Broadway
Kelly McGough
Kay Brown
Kathy McClish
Tammy Clauson
Natalie Corsaro
Amy Otto
Kristin Ellingwood
Julie Rider
Nancy Schopps
Diane Finical.
Laura Focke
*>
# Linda Schopley
C? Lu Ann Scnroeder
Melissa Frizzell

Betsy Papenhagen
Lisa Passov
Krissy Peterson
Monique Silverwood
Vickey Sullivan
Monica Thein
Jenny VanDenberg
Kristine Vesely
Becca Wallace
Christy Wilkinson
Wendy Williams

TONIGHT

7:30-9:00

.

Brigid Hill
Julie Hitchcock
Chris Karda
Jenny Livingston
Kristen Mason
Amy McFarland
Kathy Meyers
Mishelle Middleton
Kelly Moyer
Michele Nemes
Allison O'Donnell

Kathy Baxa
-Amy Beach
Paula Brody
Sue Burrows
Linda Eggert
Jill Flaig
Mary Friedl
Kelly Fry
Lori Gerken
Julie Hascher

at the
Alpha Gamma Delta House

DELTA ZETA

!

440 East Court

SOUTH
945 South Main

•
Jamie Andrews
Joy Bando
Susan Beres
Kim Berry
Marilee Dillon
Christine Dusbiber
Carrie Ellis
Michelle Gould
Debra Guinn
Karen Halai
Tammie Johns
CeliaKalmar
Jean Kenney
Korey Kersher
Karen Kraft
Marianne Logacono

Kimberly Seelinger
Cheryl Seredy
Kimberly Stocz
Carla Strawman
Daneen Tyransky
Colleen Vaughn
Leslie Videan
Beth Wheel

Fall 1983

RUSH ATO

DELTA THETA RUSH

And Meet The
Ladies Of Chi Omega
Semiformal Dress

352-6335

DELTA GAMMA

#1 MILLER CAN DRIVE
#1 SOCIAL SERVICE
#1 G.P.A. FOR ALL FRATERNITIES
CELEBRATED 40th YEAR ON CAMPUS

RUSH EAE

factor to Modell's heart
attack June 11 and subsequent quadruple bypass
surgery. He says his near
brush with death has given
him a new outlook on the
challenges to bis authority.

"SUMMERGREEN"
STARTS THIS FALL

MIAMI REDSKINS
ARRIVE SEPTEMBER 24.

ATTENTION

LOFTS CUSTOM BUILT
Free assembly and
fire proofing
• A-Frame $110 (2 beds)
• Platform $60 (1 bed)
LOFT INSPECTIONS
MONDAY SEPT. 12
CALL NOW DAY OR MIGHT
The Loft Construction Company
352-3836

Pamela Gunter
Patti Hanna
Dana Johnson
Marcy Kline
Debbie Knauf
Karen Krach
Lee Ludwiczak
Mary Kaye Marquardt

you've had to do over the past three
years - you have to contain Kenny
Anderson in some way," Stephenson mid. "And I'm sure thai was
the Raiders' philosophy. They put
such a priority on containing
Kenny that they felt that was the
best way to do ft"

■«

^

^i iW

96

Pamela Mueller
Laura Newbauer
Kelli Noland
Laurie Pelton
Carolyn Present
Dana Roesle
Susan Rose
BarbSiefert
Kathy Snyder
Nancy Thorpe
Tracey Timer
Pamela Tuck
Kerry Watson
Martha Welch
Beth Zink
Tracey Zink

352-1596
THURSDAY
1 lam to 9pm

* Lasagna Dinner

$1.50

FRIDAY
1 lam to 4pm

' Smorgasbord
$3.00
All the Salad and Pizza
You Care to Eat

* * LASAGNA SPECIAL AVAILABLE
FOR DELIVERY (ON CAMPUS ONLY)
PICK-UP OR DELIVERY. NO DELIVERY
ON SMORGASBORD SPECIAL.
<*»*»*»*ei*e>f*«*»t

sports —

10 bg newiyseptember 8.1983

Violence taking integrity away from pro game
Recently Sports Illustrated ran a
two-put series on former New
England Patroit Darryl Stincley,
and the Injury be sustained fust
owr five years ago. While most
people have probably forgotten this
tragic incident, Stingley, now a
quadrapalegic living alone in a
specially designed condominium,
has not.
Tlie former wide receiver was
playing in an exhibition game
against the Oakland (now Los
Angeles) Raiders when be was
brutally hit by a Jack Tatum
forearm in the back of the head. He
was hit after attempting to catch
an overthrown pass from
quarterback Steve Grogan.
THIS INCIDENT is not the only
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
S*t]»»mber 6. 1963

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
M «nnlmloi» MM pfenning to
par*: slate ti me Homecoming Parade Iw. • • requxer] meeting Sept
•ft. 5:30 mnn Alumni Room ol
tn Union.
International Relations Aaaoc.
w—Hug to bo hekj at the Capital
Room. Union at 5.30 Events for this
Miniilii < Modal UnMd Nations
Program wi be discussed. Everyone
Wokxxiie
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOC
MFO MEETING THURS SEPT 8 6 30
MUTI ALUMNI CENTER .

example of excessive violence in
professional sports. Such violence
can also be seen in basketball,
baseball, and hockey. The
unfortunate part is that both
players and fans thrive on
violence.
•In November of 1980 at Boston
Arena, the Boston Bruins and the
Minnesota North Stars amassed
over 400 penalty minutes. It was a
game the fans loved every minute
of, and in order to earn the amount
of time in the penalty box, the
players obviously did not do too
much to avoid any conflict.
•It is almost apparent that some
of the players have specific duties
that include fighting. In the

REWAHD-INFO REGARDING STOLEN FUJI ROVALE 12 SP TAKEN
FROM 7TH AND ELM 6731 CALL
354-1184

SERVICES OFFERED
Ouk* 5 efficient typing done Wl
accept short notice typing Cal Mai
gat Wlllliauti 874-1122
Typing; Dissertations, thesis,
352 0835 or 372-2281
Expert Typing
Cal 352-7305 alter 5 30pm
THERESA PANTANELLA
PtMM tor all Occasion.
152-434I
waddtogs-osrtlei dinners

PERSONALS

Welcome Freshmen EHEd Majors
Who Cere.? We Care' See you at the
New Student Reception at the Alumni
Room ot the Union, on Sun., Sept
tin at 6 30pm The Elementary
Education student Advisory Board

PtASTK CUP SPECIAL
(■10 PM
MAM ST.

LOST AND FOUND

etc

National Hockey League these
players are commonly called
''goons." If one of the teams' high
scoring players is being harrassed
by an opponent, one of the "goons"
will be in the game to offer a little
assistance.

sideline
by steve qumn
sports reporter

•While the owners of the NHL are
denying the fact that the violence is
a big money maker, SI offered a
little evidence against their
disbelief. A young businessman put
together a three hour film of fights
in the NHL. The NHL could not

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
TACO NIGHT
TONKJHT7:»0
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
HEY JAJLBAIT
HAPPYI HAPPY!
TIME TO GET ROWDY A KA
LUVYA'
THE TERRIBLE TWO
pert. 2 a 3
American Marketing Association
Membership Drive Sept 8 to Sept
U Sign up now In the BA Bunding
ALL BUSINESS AND IPCO MAJORS

WELCOME
KEGS-KEGS-KEGS
For afl your party needs cal your
PABST Campus Rep Mike Hart at

3520975
Cheek us tor tow
•nmg prto
Jeans N' Things. 831 Ridge St.
Cindy Hainan 1 Steve Edwards con
uialiaafluie) on your engagement1 We
wish you the beat ol luck in the
Mure' Love, the Slaters ol Alpha XI
Dona
CONGRATS KEN > RUTH ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT1 IT WAS SURE A
SURPRISE" WHEN WOULD YOU
LIKE FOR ME TO COOK YOU A
OWNER? JEAN

SKATING CLUB TONIOHT
a-10 PM si the ICE ARENA
PARTY PARTY PARTY
PHCEJJEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4—1 AM
5TH AND HIGH
CHEAP SEER FROM 4-6 PM
DELTA UPSIL ON
RUSH
RUSH
RUSH
TUESDAY * THURSDAY
7:30
DELTA UPSILON
RUSH WITH US
•OS ONLY NON-SECRET FRAT
TONIGHT AT 7:30
DANA KRUCKNER
So, Brandon doesn't behove In pkv
nlngs. huh?" Does this mean he's
your one A only? Are you sure It's
worth It Kruck? I cant beseve I
missed your candle pessxyj-But. I
promise to be there (or the next onethe big one1 Do you wanna give a few
pointers to your Ktte on how to get
one-a candle passing that la! AX love.
your W Deb
Garden Detph-Congratutattone on
your engagement to Ben Happy
Future' DMkl Zeta Love, Your Sis
ten.

take any legal action because they
would be admitting that the
fighting does create revenue.
•Tatum is another player who
enjoys the violence. During bis
stint in the NFL he played a little
"game" with teammate George
Atkinson. The "game" was based
on points. A player would receive a
point if the opponent had trouble
getting up after being bit, two
points if the player had to be helped
off the field, and three points if the
player had to be carried of f on a
stretcher. Looking at the result of
Tatum's hit on Stingley, I would
say Tatum was the sure winner of
this unsportsmanlike contest as
Stingley is still unable to walk.
Congratulations Owen a Mike on your
SAE S DO tavotsrtng a pinning. Don I
make us waft so long tor the third
round' Love. The DG's

KAPPA DELTA WELCOMES ITS
FABULOUS NEW PLEDGES YOU
ARE THE 04FFERENCE IN OUR
LIVES" LOVE IN AOT-THE SISTES

Congregations Jan Nolle on your Phi
Mu-Phl Tau krvsasmg to Pete Rums
Love, Your PM Mu Sytora

KELLY SCOLMCK WELCOME TO
BG I CONGRATS ON PLEDGING
ALPHA CHI DON'T FORGET ABOUT
YOUR "REAL" SISTER
QOOO
LUCK LOVE, LAURA

FALLFEST'll
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17
1:00 TO 7:00 PM
COLLEOE PARK
Good Luck Donna Hombergertrxs
year's swtm teem captain, Lease
Parker-BGSU cheerleader, a Kathy
Dunaoan-Pommerettes Way to gat
vworved DG's" We're so proud of
yout Love, your atatjanj.
Hey Kappa Siga. Thanks for a groatwarm-up Thursday night Good kick
with Rush Love. The Dee Gees
PARTY PARTY PARTY
PKE SEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4-1 AM
5TH AND HIGH
CHEAP BEHII FROM 48 PM
HOLIDAY INN" •-MTV
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT
ALLTHETaME!
Kety. csn you beseve two people aa
stubborn as we are neve made it one
whole year? Wei it must be because I
love you so much. Happy one year
Anniversary Thanks tor the great
memories, i love you. Comae.

53
54
56
57

14 Melvilie novel

59

15 Level
16 Too* pleasure in
17 Dancer, sensalion
»M 933 Worlds
Fa*
19 Reflection
20 Discovery
21 Shore bird
23 Summer shade
24 Undiluted
26 location of Lux
27 "Porgyend
"
26 Gov agcy for
farmers
30 Like some knitted
garments
33
Lane ot the
comics
36
the piper
36 Large cylindrical
container
40 Nonsensical, in
Nancy
42 Makes a mad
dash
43 Actress Hitter
44 Whose, in Rome
45 I cannot tell

62
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Lettuce
Anagram for sere
Longtime
Mohammad's
birthplace
Show unity, in
away
Silly
Tease
Doctrine
Lyrical works
Collections ot
anecdotes
Road curves
Breather
Move suddenly

DOWN
i Legion
2
Khayyam
3 "Military
"
by Chopin
4 Decipher
5 Indian weight
6 Gardner and
others
7 35lh President
8 Element in zinc
and tin
9 Kneebend, in
ballet
46 Forte of 17 Across 10 Purpose
49 Celt ic sea god
11 Dance on Ice
12 French amst
50 Special
13 Pleasant places
performance

16 "Youbet!"
22 Rehearse
25 Emulate Gene
Kelly
27 ColMge town In
Kentucky
28 Lackluster
29 Cork county port
31 Refusal, in
Scotland
32
es Salaam
34 Antibiotic
37 Subject for 12
Down
38 Migrant worker
39 River to the
North Sea
41 Mil coll at
Sandhurst
42
Yat-Sen
44 Fall from one level
to another
47 Part of Ph D
48 Columnist
Bombeck
50 "
Pans»enne'
51 Choreographer
deMitle
52 Slants
55 Caesar, for one
57 Diamond nine
58 Beasts of burden,
in Biarritz
60 Emperor of yore
61 Command, old
style
63 Mary Lincoln.
Todd
65 Qutet'

il

H

<■

Welcome back Oetle horn al the
ugly looking girls to M. Can't •soil

MARGARITAS
JOIN US!
FRIDAY: PATIO MADNESS
IMUMmt DHHK SPECIAL*
SUN. • MON. NFL ACTION
DRINK SPECIALS

Wa love you-Joanne Kuhn A Aral
Moeer-our rush t ess't rush chair
men. You two old a super |obt Your
Peas Zeta Stars.
PARTY PARTY PARTY
PIKE SEER BLAST
SAT. SEPT. 10, 4-1 AM
5TH ANOHKJH
CHEAP SEER FROM 4-1 PM

MICHELLE PANICH-WEICOME
INTO THE BONOS OF KD I'M SOOO
HAPPY FOR YA WOMAN! LOVE IN
APT Rand Lew

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
TACOMOHT
TONIGHT 7:10

MY UL' SIS JILL HERSHBERQER:
CONGRATS ON BECOMING AN ALPHA PHI YOU'LL BE A GREAT
ASSET TO A GREAT HOUSE! KEEP
H CONTACT LOVE, BOB.
Nancy O'Ryen-thanks for being so
homemade m the kitchen1 Al our Dee
Gee tove. your atsters
SAE PP40E
SAE PRtOE

it

KEQS—KEOS—KEOS
For al your party needs cal your
PABST Campus Rep MM Hart at
352-0875

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cal EM PA 362-8111 or 362-

Reeh MUM Thursday, Sept. S. 7:M.
MX Coaaasana. HoKtogs and Suds.
RUSH-RUSH-RUSH-RUSHDELTA LWSM.CN
RUSH-RUSH-RUSH-RUSHTUESDAY A THURSDAY 7:J0
RLQ1H-RUSH-RUSH-RUSH'

Improve Memory

0062
wrthHypnoea
362-8777
Protestant Student Dinner. Home
cooking from 4 BO churches 11.
Sun . Sept 11.8 p.m. UNtod Chrtakan Feaowstxp. Thurstjn at Fkdge
Cal 352-7534 to reserve tickets
See what Mary Kay sUn car A cos
makes can do tor you. Cal JoAnn
Hosss at 288-3808

SAES—
ITS our favorite annual event, you"I
agree We can't wait for HIGH SOCIETY and to RUSH SAE! See you
tonight'! Love. The Chi O's

WANTED sVsVsEO: 1 M. PaaTE. TO
SHARE APT. 2 BDRM .
2
BATHRMS . AC. HEAT/WATER/GAS
INCLUO N RENT TENANT PAYS
ELEC A PH S600/SEMESTER. AVAL NOW 860 SIXTH ST. #10.
CONTACT RkCH OR DAVE OR
CRAJG

Sigma Chi
EXRueh
EX Tonight 7 30pm

F. RatTE. NEEDED TO SHARE Wf I
OTHER GIRLS. CAMPUS MANOR.
IHSPHMIIIfR. CALL NOW! 112eSfW.

Sign-up now in UAO office for

WHITE WATER
RAFTING
on the*

1 rmte. to share one of the ntoaat
■pal h BG Inquire M WMhrop
Apt* ,400 Napoleon Rd: Apt 342. It
I'm not there leave a number where
you can be reached.

HELP WANTED

New River in W. Virginia

Max t Erma'a wanta la)
outgovxj InoMcksa) to k*i our bar
start Apply Mon through Fit btwn 2
14k person We're textile w*>l
achedutoa.

Sept. 23, 24, 25

Thur. CANADIAN
\M. MILLER TIME

Join Us On The River!
Enjoy The Outdoors With Us!
$60/person includes camping, transportation,
and 1 meal.

2t0 7l.7Kai* Wdwen.

HELP WANTED: TYPIST
Al least 50 worn
Competent at pioohaadkig
Experience Needed
Hours Fkudble
Apply at Kinko's Copies. ASAP
326 E Wooatar St 354 3877

DAY BARMAID
16 Tuesday thru Friday
Cal 352 8737 after 4 pm
Mr Ekxengles
883 S Mam. Bowing Green
Earn dotera issYig Avon Products
For more information plsaae cal
Phyfas M 352-6833
Wanted: Babysitter
campus. Approx 15 hra. per wk. Cal
362-4343.
2 government scientists need a tuB
are lve-tn babysitter Baby sitting
from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm. evenings A
wsekonda free Some Ight housekeeping duties 2 chldren. 5 yrs J. 2
yrs. ok) Suburban Chicago Position
l UMlll lot one year Coaego expert
enoe pretorrad Cal cosset 312448-8038
STUDENT ACTTvTST
THE OHO PUBLIC INTEREST
Campaign a) hiring for Its community
outreach staff 0F*C ■ working to
hokj down runaway energy costs
Hours approx. 2pm 10pm Mon Fn
Fii A part-time aval Starting pay
ItBOVwk 241 8083 lor Irawrvkw.

1876 Honda CB 500/T-Loeded See
In M.C PL beside OH 8 30-1330
M-R. Meumll 883 3012
2 dr.. 4 sod, sunl.. K OMroetor.
OREAT mutton. Altar 4pm, M4ITei.
187S Chevette. 4 dr. 4 ap . AJaVFM
stereo lllll> Good coral Must
eel SI .600 362-8863
1871 Uberty 70x12, S4.0O0.00
Cat Evan I 4763835. after 7 pm
cal 362-7345
1870 Maverick. 2 door sea
S300 00 or best offer
352-6708
B»w Zanth portable TV. 19fn.
screen Good conottxjn 150 After 4
pm.362-5437
OOLF CLUBS A BAG
10 Irons 4 3 woods, Asking 150.00
Dam 382-8042 before 11 pm

SHEW. COLUCH I COLLEEN,
THANKS FOR THE HELP WITH
F D -S! WE REALLY APPRECIATED
HILIl, TAMMY A HEIOf

RUSE

Union.

FOR SALE

Prectoton figure skattogl
Fslcomsll try outs tonight
tHIill PM AT THE ICE ARENA

RUSHS.A.E
RUSHSJK.E

HOWARD'S^*

I 172-0241

trt-mn

Student Body Rueh Phi Gamma
Delta (Fa*), an Mernetlonal fraternity
vrtti over 136 yaara of expaitanoe.
Become a part of a unique experience n the Oetle Colony Cookout 78 pm torvght F» House. 818 Thurstm
Aye For Itdea cal 364-1023

li

;--i

Writers wtth deeke to Inveetlgete A
report current events should con-

OKLAHOMA!
SEPT. I. I, A 10

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
TACO NIGHT
TONfOHT 7:30

ll

af

PLANNING A PARTY?
FOR GUARANTEED SUCCESS!
FANTASTIC MUSICI AND A GREAT
TIME-YOU NEED THE PARTY PEOPLE, CALL Cheryl Henka 17M107.

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PIKE SEER HAST
SAT. SEPT. 10. 4-1 AM
5TH ANOHKJH
CHEAP BEER FROM 4-5 PM

u

Collegiate rules are even more
strict. If a player drops his gloves
indicating an Interest in fighting,
than he will be automatically
suspended for two games, no
questions asked.
At this point there does not seem
to be anything wrong with setting
down guidelines to avoid
unneccessary violence. I doubt the
guidelines would eliminate the
solid contact in professional sports
or the fan participation. But if
there is anyone who still believes
that excessive violence is not a
problem, then just ask Stingley
how he likes life In a wheelchair.

TAM. CXJNOPUT1JLAT10NB ON BEING ELECTED ALPHA DELT SOCIAL
CHAIRMAN1 YOU DD A GREAT JOB
ON FORMAL D-8 TOW OCT. 7 IS
DRAWING NEAR SO START SCOPING! LOVE, HEO

NEW THS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-8
DOWNTOWN

1

from the game if he were to fight.

PARTY PARTY PARTY
PIKE SEER SLAST
SAT. MPT. 10, 4-1 AM
5TH AHOHtOH
CHEAP tJEER FROM *% PM

Ladles ol CM Omega,
The Brothers of SAE. are tooting
forward to our High Society Push
tonne. It should be a good time, aa
II has been In the peat

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Dances
5 H H. Murwo S
pseudonym
9
d*ux

ACCORDING TO the athletes
involved, they will do anything to
win, and getting overly physical Is
lust a part of the game. Whether
this is true or not, specific
guidelines can be set and a clean
victory is still possible.
The I960 USAOlympic hockey
team proved that excessive
violence is not neccessary when
they won the gold medal. Another
example is Bowling Green's
hockey team winning its second
consecutive CCHA championship
without any form of suspension due
to excessive violence.
THE OLYMPIC committee has a
rule that would suspend a player

Max A Erma'a want* Mgti catber.
outgoing sioMdual to k* our waitraeses start Apply Mon. through Fri
btwn. 2 A 4 in person We're rlexDIe

Stereo apkn> (2). 12" woofer. 3'
tweeter, plywood cabinets, large A
able to Is*, abuse S80.00 Cal
352 2353 after 5 00
1878 Kawasaki 760 twtn Felting.
luggage box, touring seat, fvjfmata,
10.000 ml. 81.000. 352-2353 after
5:00.
MMy 1600 Speakers E.ceeent
cond 1250 00 Frm. Cal Todd 3621130.

FOR RENT
2 Bdrm house No pets Dep /UN
Avalabto irimedWaly
Include atovnal. Ph. 688-2111
1 bdrm turn apt al utl pd Idee) tor
2 students S170/mo. ea xxJuded
color TV I Cable Ph 364-3182 or
362 7385 eves
Apartment Aalirili

3624215
2 A 1 bdrm apt*
Avassbk. IrnrneokMery
DspoH. No Pets
362-4285, ahat 5:00 pm
3 bdrm apt
Close lo campus
1-878-7437.

Help Make A Difference
•

•

•

Get Involved and Gain
Valuable Experience
Working At . . .

IheOOnewr

A-O— no, Owgvii >* ttaJJ^

"0©a*«»0 g>*ian iiajT*- „« «-n

Writing and Photography
Positions Now Available
106 University Hall
.

